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CANDELARIA HOUSE

La Estrella, Columbia

I

n the upper part of the municipality of La Estrella, Antioquia, a pavilion of glazed metal structure named the Candelaria House is beautifully situated in the astounding mountainscape. We
have talked to Juan Camilo Llano, the founder of
Llano Arquitectos, about their stunning project.
“ The very f irst idea that came to our minds when
we visited the site was to place a glass pavilion
in such a beautiful natural reserve. Knowing it
sometimes results in something boring to ‘just’
create an all-day contemplative view of the forest
that surrounds the place, we took the risk of approaching the opposite to our previous projects:
we thought in void instead of mass”, Juan says.
Instead of sculpting the mass creating the internal patios, and then strategically place windows,
Llano Arquitectos followed the idea of lightness
to create a void supported by steel. “However, we
have to admit that the desire of the client had a
great influence on the decision”, Juan adds.
Juan also experienced that the expectations of
the private clients are also crucial to consider
when deciding to design smaller sized projects.
“It is said: The smaller the size; the bigger the
problems. And, this was not the exception. Small
projects are mostly low in budget and high in client expectations – or demands. So, the exercise
of thinking parallel in aesthetics and economy requires not only to think twice but also to design
tree or four times – at least – before f inding the
right solution. I think this particular challenge
of aesthetics vs. economy helped us to be more
conscious; no matter the scale or the economical
resources. This kind of lesson gives this complex
project a huge sense… but of course you cannot
be happy enough until the project is concluded
and you can appreciate the beauty of it”, Juan
concludes.
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CANDELARIA HOUSE
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T O R Q UAY H O U S E

Torquay, Victoria, Australia

W

hen asked to design a holiday home based around surfing, buck& simple was inspired
by a “kiwi batch” where outdoor activities and social interaction are given priority.
We have talked to Kurt Crisp, director and lead architect at buck& simple, about his
thoughts on designing the beach house named Torquay House.

“In the beginning of the design process, I found a narrative to understand how spaces will be
used. I developed little stories of someone coming back from a surf, or skin diving, with a partner
getting ready while needing to shuck oysters. I imagined how they would move and what they
would be doing”, Kurt says. By creating a narrative of how the house would be used, Kurt and
the design team could begin to develop the design. “ We looked to the robustness and diversity of the activities of the home and reflected it in the materiality, using deep textured, natural
tones and sought a strong use of shadow in the calmer areas”, Kurt continues. Despite a great
plan, there was a challenge in terms of distance. “The site is over 900km from our of fice. When
working out of state, you feel removed and need to make allowances for the fact you may not be
able to resolve something later in the project. The best tactic we had was to reinforce the design
intent throughout the project. The builder understood what we were tr ying to achieve and was
able to keep us well informed. Our dialogue meant that we were able to anticipate problems and
resolve details, usually through hand sketches and text messages”, Kurt explains.
When Kurt was
ents are telling
is a corner that
be able to host

asked about the element of the project, he was most proud of, he said: “Our clius stories that reflect the discussions in our early concept meetings; whether it
was designed to allow the right light for reading a book or how the areas would
a gathering of many people. I am most proud of how we executed the brief.”
Architecture by buck&simple
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T O R Q UAY H O U S E

“For me, a beach house is about combining
activity and nature.”
- Kurt Crisp, buck&simple
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SONOMA WINE COUNTRY

Healdsburg, California

P

erched atop a hill overlooking the village of Healdsburg, the Sonoma Wine Country home offers a great
social space that is ideal for entertainment while
maintaining the privacy of a rural retreat. The founder of
Feldman Architecture, Jonathan Feldman, has taken his
time to give us his perspectives on the design process.
“Our client was looking for us to help him create a retreat
where he could get away f rom the Bay Area. He wanted a beautiful but simple modern house that was in harmony with the site and maximized indoor-outdoor living.
The client worked for a tech company in San Francisco
and was, at the time, a bachelor who loved modern architecture. When he originally purchased the 40 acre property, there was just a mobile home on the site – giving
our team a massive amount of creativity to design a secluded retreat nestled into to the beautiful landscaping”,
Jonathan says. Feldman Architecture decided to design
a house with building sections arranged around the outdoor swimming pool. “ The taller section of the home runs
along the ridge of the hill and houses the home’s great
room under lofty ceilings and a simple shed overhanging
roof, f illed with light and views let in through tall glass
walls. Four oversized glass panels open both sides transforming the space into an outdoor pavilion whose flush
concrete floors extend into a poolside patio to the north
and into a terrace featuring a f ire pit to the south to offer
comfortable outdoor areas for both hot and cool weather. With these doors drawn up, the site offers one sweeping, continuous view f rom the pool, through the great
room, and down into the town below. The second section
includes the house’s only bedroom suite, a media room
and the garage”, Jonathan elaborates.
When designing a modern home in beautiful natural surroundings, it can be a diff icult task to ensure that the
house is well-integrated with its environment. Jonathan
and his design team encountered this phenomenon as
well. “A challenge was connecting a modern and streamlined house as closely as possible to the surrounding natural world. The client wanted to be deeply connected and
immersed into the beautiful site, having all doors »
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and windows open up completely. It is technically challenging to design flush indoor and outdoor surfaces, but this element felt key to
the client’s vision. The continuous concrete floors flow f rom inside to
outside and the awnings and shade pavilions abutting the house just
blur the lines between indoors and outdoors even further. Much of the
furniture is minimal and the walls left unadorned, allowing the sites
ever-changing beauty to remain the focus”, Jonathan explains.

SONOMA WINE COUNTRY

Despite the challenges of connecting the modern design principles
with the surrounding landscape, Jonathan is understandably very satisf ied with the result: “I love the material palette of this project, and
how we mixed natural and rough elements with more crisp and ref ined ones. The smooth white plaster walls, the bleached walnut wood
elements, the woven willow sun shades, the ground concrete floors,
the heavy metal garage doors and crisp aluminum awnings – all combine to create a subtle but complex palette that is at once soulful and
ref ined”, he says. Conclusively, the beautiful images of Joe Fletcher is
a further proof that the task of the design team – to connect the indoor with the outdoor – has been well-accomplished.
Architecture by Feldman Architecture
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EXCLUSIVE

INTERVIEW

OF THE MONTH

JACK AND LAUREN’S HOME

T

Bali, Indonesia

his month, Restless Living is taking you on an
exclusive journey to Bali in Indonesia, where our
founder, Christian Trampedach, has interviewed
Jack Morris and Lauren Bullen, who are a couple known
f rom Instagram, where they share their travel experiences. Jack runs the Instagram prof ile @doyoutravel
and Lauren runs @gypsea_lust.
After a year of hard work, Jack and Lauren have just f inished building their dream home. With an earthy vibe
and lots of vegetation to cover the house, the home integrates well with its tropical surroundings. The house
features an open-plan layout with an impressive sunken
seating area, where a projector is installed for the cozy
movie nights, and the second floor offers great views of
the surrounding rice f ields. Now, let us hear how Jack
experienced the journey – taking us f rom the planning
process to the completion of the house.
Why did you choose to build your own house?
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“It was a bit of a snowball effect actually. I was traveling full time with my partner Lauren and it got to the
point where we really needed a base. We wanted to
full time travel but had way too much stuff to carry so
decided on renting a small cheap house in Bali. We got
the f irst house to basically keep our stuff in and to travel back and forth between other adventures. Naturally,
after getting our f irst place we spent more and more
time on the island. We fell in love with Bali and wanted to spend even more time there, so we rented a bigger and nicer house. After 2 years, we f igured buying a
place would be a better investment than just renting
each year; especially since our second house was quite
pricey. We started to look around at houses for sale,
and although there are many beautiful houses for sale
in Bali, none of them were quite what we wanted. Our
security guard at the time knew a guy building a new
residence of 8 houses close by. We went to check it out
and within a week we had signed papers and started
to build! It was pretty spontaneous, because the time
between the idea of buying a house and then building
a house was only 2 weeks!”
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JACK AND LAUREN’S HOME

Were you consul ted by an architect or a designer?
“We used a contractor with a full team which included an architect. When we started the process, it
was only the f irst house that was built. However, the
plan of the architect was to build a row of 8 houses
all with the same plan. We chose the last house because it had the best views of the surrounding rice
f ields and because the land was signif icantly bigger
which allowed us to have more wiggle room when
changing the design to our own. We all sat down together in an off ice with the original 3D plan
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of the house and then just changed whatever we
wanted as long as it was possible to do so. In terms
of the interior design, we did it all pretty much ourselves. It was mainly my partner, Lauren, so I will
give her the credit for that!”

to travel for a few weeks, it was so exciting for us to
come back and check out how much more that had
been built!”

How was the process of building your dream home?

It was a lot of work, much more work than we anticipated. The only struggles as such was f inding ‘ inspo’
online and then not being able to get the materials or products in Bali. We would spend days driving
around the island trying to f ind the stuff we wanted!
Importing f rom other countries wasn’t really

“It felt super exciting! Our contractor had a huge
team of builders and it got built really fast! We would
visit the site literally every day whilst in Bali and
check out the new progress each day. When we left

Were there struggles? How did you tackle them?
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an option for the most part due to delivery times and also because the
import taxes in Bali are so high. There is also language barriers, and
most of the workers do not speak good English. There was a few silly incidents like putting a pin lock on the door the wrong way around *Jack
laughing*, but nothing that could not be f ixed or redone.”
What makes you most proud about the resul t? And why ?
“It is our f irst house ever, so it feels amazing to have been able to build
it f rom scratch and make it exactly the way we wanted. I am f rom a
not so great town in the north of England and honestly this kind of life
would not even have been in my wildest dreams. I think the house is a
great product of our teamwork and a great physical result of our hard
work.”

What advice would you give to other people who dream about
building their own house?
“I think if you have any kind of dream you should go for it! Obviously I am not an expert in building houses *Jack laughing*.
This is the only one I have ever done so I can only give advice
related to our experience in Bali. I guess the most important
advice I would give is to make sure you use a good contractor, someone who is organized and had a lot of experience.
You also need to make sure you have saved a great amount of
money, because mortgages are not a thing here and you will
need to buy the house outright and then have some additional
money left for some materials or things that go wrong, etc. All
in all my personal experience was great. Although it was a lot
of work, there were no major problems or issues and I would
recommend it to anyone in the position to do so.”
Thank you to Jack and Lauren for a great insight on their journey to build their dream home in the tropical island of Bali.
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Photography by Jack Morris and Lauren Bullen
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JACK AND LAUREN’S HOME
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Words of the Week

“Following my own advice from last week – to explore and pursue
something new – I decided to interview Jack and Lauren about the
process of building their dream home. Until now, all articles have
been focused on the words of the architects, but I felt it would be
great once in a while to include the words of the clients as well. I
personally think the interview was inspiring, since it is a big decision
for many people to build their own house. The excitement and anticipation the house project brought to Jack and Lauren just show
that building your own home is worth it despite the struggles you will
encounter on the way.
This week’s Restless Living e-Magazine also marks the beginning of
a new tradition. Once a month, there will be an extended interview
addressing a specific topic related to housing. The topic will be different everytime but still follow the guiding principles of Restless Living.
I hope you will enjoy this new element!”

CHRISTIAN TRAMPEDACH
FOUNDER, RESTLESS

